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actJV€ ~ll€ 
Kept by MRS. LUCILLE DUGGAN 

When I hear someone say, "I haven't missed a single day of school in years," I marvel, for I am apparently beset by ills he either doesn't know anything about or rises above. I am sometimes contagious; . I have even been needed. I expect these states, like death and taices, will continue to arise and, again like death and taxes, they will probably not be convenient. My daily lesson plans (and let's discuss lesson plans some day) will not often give a substitute much help. Moreover, there are times when I don't want to hand over the work I am doing to anyone else. This means I have to have another plan ready for a substitute and it must be something that is worth doing. 

Because my classes are subject to other emergencies, there are days when I need alternate plans for myself; I do not hesitate to abandon a lost cause if my best-laid preparations fall flat. Sometimes I simply don't want to teach what is on ~he agenda. At such times I draw upon a slim emergency file which "I would ... were fatter." 

Whether or not you have need of such a supply of alternatives, I hope you will contribute some of your ideas to those of us who do. For a start, here briefly sketched, are a few of mine: 
Hand the students dittoed sheets upon which are short lists of suggested statements--topics for talks. I like funny or surprising ones. Allow one or two minutes to structure ideas before asking for less-than-a-minute talks. 

Read some limericks. Complete some. Write some. 
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If you can flood the room with reading m_aterial, let students browse, choose, and read. 
Let students write something that is_fun, but which is directed in a particular way. Retelling a we~l-known fable or fairy tale for a carefully depicted audience has lots of possibilities. 

use a word-sleuth assignment witn dictionari:s fo: searching out interesting word histories, and shifts 1n meaning. Nothing dull allowed. 

Since MCTE members teach on different grade levels and_in f ing situations' suggestions pertinent to any of these w~ll i er me Mail your ideas to this column. If no response is welcho • . I shall assume that no one but me ever comes a fort coming, 
f' le •ropper or needs to resort to an emergency i • 

i 

Mrs. Duggan teaches English at Richfield High School, 
and supervises student teachers. 

"SHELL STATION NEAR DETROIT SUMMER" 
By WILLIAM D. ELLIOTT 

Bemidji State College 

The attendant is relieved at the burning out Of my sudden questions. 
1 the Car 's tank, not the can. No - regretfully, o~ Y . But on this Prometh1an night The very sky seems scalded 

And must not be denied. 
In Ypsilanti, they tell me, . A riot could go quickly; the_vague rain Will do nothing. When the night goes It will probably freeze and snow . And on the Expressway, Edsels running Like giant mechanical ghosts 
Will cut down Mormons. 

12th Street' true Christians, The white merchants on Will make presents of their ~ounters; Their brothers, the Black Snipers, Will yawn like old darkies And dream themselves away. If ever Thoreau would move away from Wa~den He would destroy the town with bullets While down in the white suburbs, my home, The dull monotony of Johnny Carson 
Is dull monotony. 
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